
Study Reference Guide
  

Purpose:
• Where does this book fall in the “Creation-Fall-Redemption-Restoration” BIG STORY?
• How does it point to the rule and reign of  God?
• What kind of  book is this? Law? Poetry? Wisdom?

 

Perspective:       
• Who wrote the book?  To whom was it written?
• When was it written?  Why was it written?
• In what style was it written?
• Do I need to read more about this particular category of  literature? 
• Do I need to read more about the historical setting? 

Cross References: 
• Note how the referenced passages 

enhance your understanding.
• Note whom is speaking and to whom.

Comprehension: 
• Read through the book from start to finish.
• Read the letter in TWO DIFFERENT TRANSLATIONS.
• Pay attention to footnotes + cross references.
• Summarize big ideas.
• Begin to transfer your summary statements !  outline
• Keep in mind the original hearers.

• List attributes of  God.
• Annotate repeated phrases
• Annotate repeated words
• Annotate repeated ideas
• Is any idea confusing? Write it down.
• Are there key transition words? Write them down, 

look them up, write the definitions. Connect them.
• Is there a word I don’t understand? Do the same.

Paraphrasing: 
• Write down a verse in your own words.
• Cross references verses will help to combine total ideas and in 

turn help you to better understand the original intent of  the verse.
• Is your paraphrase accurate? If  not, don’t worry. 
 We will discover later once we begin reading commentaries.

Consulting Commentary:
• We can now consult what others have to 

say, now that we have put in the time!
• Start your study by reading your study 

bible notes.
• Then read more in depth commentaries.

• David Guzik commentary
 (enduringword.com)

• Warren Weirsbe commentary
 (PDF emailed)

• Compare several commentators
 (biblehub.com)

  
• What does this passage teach me about God?
• How does this aspect of  God’s character  

change my view of  God?
• What should I do in response?

Application Example:  James 1:5 

“If  any of  you lacks wisdom, let him ask of  God, 
who gives to all liberally and without reproach, 
and it will be given to him.”
• View of  God: God has wisdom, He gives it 

generously when we ask.
• View of  self: I lack wisdom. I operate out of  my 

own wisdom rather than asking him for His.
• Response: In what areas of  my life do I most 

need godly wisdom right now? Have I asked?

Application


